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Introduction

Understanding language is a complicated task. The major subfields of linguistics are the
phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and the pragmatic levels. The phono-
logical level deals with individual speech sounds and the structure of phonemes. The
morphological level deals with understanding how words are formed and describes how
morphemes merge to form words. Morphemes are defined as the smallest unit of words
that can not be divided any further. The syntactic level deals with understanding how
sentences and phrases are structured. Syntax determines the order of words in a sentence.
Each language has underlying syntax rules. These rules together with morphological rules
make up a language’s grammar rules. The semantic level deals with the meaning of the
words and sentences. Semantics include all the meanings that a word can have. The
pragmatic level is the context that influences the meaning of words or sentences. Some
words have different meanings based on the context of the sentence they are used in.

For our project, we are interested particularly with morphology in the domain of
analogies. In recent years, morphology has gained more prominence in the domain of
analogies. Through analogies we will be able to model the relation between words and
how they work together. That is why, for our project, we will analyze analogies by focusing
on morphological word variations and how they determine the relation between different
words. We try to work on SIGMORPHON dataset (Cotterell et al., 2016) to analyze how
morphology could help us associate and construct valid word analogies. For this project,
we will be using semantic approaches to solve morphological analogies. Our approach is
different from the current state of the art approaches to solve morphological analogies.

In this report, we will start by a brief survey on analogical proportions and their types.
The second chapter introduces the most common semantic approaches to solve analogical
proportions. In contrast, the third chapter provides more insight to the main approach of
our project and introduces the SIGMORPHON dataset that we will be using. In the last
chapter, we will introduce our envision on our project and what we will be working on.
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Chapter 1

Analogical Proportions and
Equations

Analogy is defined as a method of reasoning. An analogy or a verbal analogy consists
usually of four objects or words A, B, C and D and draws a parallel between the relation
between A and B and the one between C and D. It can be expressed by what is called
an analogical proportion which is a statement such as “A is to B as C is to D”. Analogies
can have different significations or types based on the objects or concepts. The next
subsections give more insight into the different types of analogies.

1.1 Definition and Properties of Analogical Propor-
tions

Analogical proportions are statements of the form “A is to B as C is to D”. They express
the fact that A should differ from B as C differs from D. These quaternary relations,
usually written as follows : A : B :: C : D, obey the following axioms (Lepage, 2003):

1. A : B :: A : B (reflexivity);

2. A : B :: C : D → C : D :: A : B (symmetry);

3. A : B :: C : D → A : C :: B : D (central permutation);

4. A : B :: A : X → X = B (unicity).

If unicity is not fulfilled then a proportion such as A : B :: A : C with B 6= C exists.
Following axiom 3, A : A :: B : C also holds. This proportion seems unreasonable since
B and C are different while the elements of the first pair are the same.

Other properties and permutations can be inferred from these axioms such as A :
A :: B : B (identity), A : B :: C : D → B : A :: D : C (inside pair reversing) and
A : B :: C : D → D : B :: C : A (extreme permutation).
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1.2 Solving Analogical Equations

An analogical proportion becomes an equation if one of its four objects is unknown (Miclet
et al., 2008). For example, the analogical equation of the analogical proportion “an apple
is to tree as apples is to x” would be expressed as follows:

R = {x|apple is to tree as apples is to x}

. Solving this form of equations can be done by calculating the set R of sequences X
which satisfy the analogy (Miclet et al., 2008). In this case, the observed sequence is
based on morphological variations of two words: apple and tree.

The analogy “A is to B as C is to D” when expressed as an analogical equation
is written as “A : B :: C : D.” As we mentioned before, solving analogical equations
is carried out when one of the 4 values is missing. The equation would, therefore, be
expressed as “A : B :: C : X” and solving this equation consists in determining the value
of X. To solve the equation, it requires the satisfaction of two axioms with two other
equations (Delhay & Miclet, 2004):

1. C : D :: A : B (symmetry of the ’as’ relation );

2. A : C :: B : D (exchange of the means);

3. B : A :: D : C (inversion of ratios);

4. D : B :: C : A (exchange of the extremes);

5. D : C :: B : A (symmetry of reading);

6. B : D :: A : C (symmetry of reading);

7. C : A :: D : B (symmetry of reading).

Another axiom introduced is determinism (Delhay & Miclet, 2004). This axiom states
that one of the equations mentioned below should have a unique solution and the other
should be a consequence:

1. A : A :: B : X ⇒ X = B;

2. A : B :: A : X ⇒ X = B.

By taking into account the axioms of analogy introduced in this section, we can find the
solution to different analogical equations. In addition to various applications as inference
mechanisms, analogical proportions were also applied to classification tasks (Hug et al.,
2016) which subsume analogical extension of training sets (Couceiro et al., 2017).
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1.3 Types of Analogies

Analogies are classified and grouped based on the type of relation that exist between word
pairs. The first implementation of proportions was introduced by Ancient Greeks and was
used in the domain of numbers. Two examples worth mentioning are arithmetic proportion
and geometric proportion (Couceiro et al., 2017). These two examples illustrate the
analogical proportion statement of “A is to B as C is to D.”

1. A, B, C, and D are proportional if A−B = C −D (arthimetic);

2. A, B, C, and D are proportional if A
B

= C
D

(geometric).

Other types of analogies include semantic, classification, association, and logical/math-
ematical (Betrand, 2016). Though each type is made of 2 wordpairs, the main difference
exists in the form of relation between each of these words (Fibonicci, 2019).

Classification analogy is built on the concepts of objects and groups that these objects
belong to (Fibonicci, 2019). Known examples are found in terms of animals and the
kingdoms they belong to or utilities and the place they are found in. Association analogy
breaks down the relationship between two objects or word pairs. The most used types of
association analogies are object to characteristic, cause and effect, function, and sequential
order (Dingyi, 1985). Association analogy is expressed as follows: “A : B :: C : D”, which
is read as “A is to B as C is to D”. The relation between terms “A and B”, and “C and D”
are described to be equivalent to one another (Dingyi, 1985). The mathematical or logical
analogy is based on the idea of solving basic mathematical problems that are written in
an analogical form (Betrand, 2016). To solve such forms of analogies, the individual is
expected to spot the relation between each of the problem pairs. Here are examples of
the above-mentioned types of analogies:

• Eagle:Bird::Tuna:Fish (Classification)

• Tornado:Destruction::Hurricane:Flood (Association)

• 1 : 2 :: 2 : 4 (Mathemathical)

Semantic analogies deal with the intended meaning of words included. Through rea-
soning, semantic analogies aim to finding the similar features and the common relation-
ships that exist between word pairs (Schiff et al., 2009). Such types of analogies are found
by identifying similarities between situations, inference making, learning new abstractions,
and creating conceptual change (Schiff et al., 2009).

1.4 Semantic Analogies and the Similarity of Seman-
tic Relations

Most articles on the analysis of semantic analogies mentioned two particular kinds of sim-
ilarity: relational similarity and attributional similarity. Relational similarity is defined
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as the similarity that exists in relations between objects and takes two or more arguments
(e.g., S collides with V , S is larger than V ). In contrast, attributional similarity exists
between attributes to state properties of objects and takes one argument (e.g., S is green,
S is small) (Medin et al., 1990). The term “synonyms” was derived as a result of the
existence of a high degree of attributional similarity between word pairs, but if a word
pair has a high degree of relational similarity, its relation is described as rather analogous.
Semantic analogies are often represented in the form of A : B :: C : D. An example by
(Daganzo, 1994) of relational similarity is between the word pair traffic : street and the
word pair water : riverbed. In comparison, analogies such as mason : stone :: carpenter
: wood are attributionally similar. Nonetheless, an undeniable relation exists between
attributional and relational similarities. To simplify it, if there is a relational similarity
between A : B and C : D, then there is attributional similarity between A : B and C : D
(Turney, 2006).

Due to the wide applications of attributional similarities in various problems, many al-
gorithms have been proposed to measure attributional similarities between words. Some
of those algorithms were used to solve problems such as recognizing synonyms (Lan-
dauer & Dumais, 1997), retrieving information (Deerwester et al., 1990), determining
semantic relations (Turney, 2002), word sense disambiguation (Lesk, 1986), etc. Three
main approaches to measure attributional similarities were highlighted in several articles:
lexicon-based approach (Lesk, 1986; Budanitsky & Hirst, 2001; Banerjee & Pedersen,
2003), corpus-based approach (Lesk, 1986; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Lin, 1998; Turney,
2001), or a mix of the two approaches (Resnik, 1995; Jiang & Conrath, 1997; Turney,
2006). Lexicon based is beneficial when we are trying to distinguish synonyms, one such
example is WordNet; whereas, corpus-based approach depends on the context to de-
termine word senses and uses grammatical collocations to describe each word in a pair
(Turney, 2006).

1.5 Morphological Analogy

Recently, some research showed that analogical learning based on formal analogy can be
applied to many problems in computational linguistics (Miclet & Delhay, 2003). To quote
Haspelmath (Haspelmath, 2002) : “Morphology is the study of systematic co-variation in
the form and meaning of words.” When analyzing analogy in a morphological approach,
we are looking at the co-variation in the form of a single word. For example, “reader is to
doer as reading is to doing” is an analogy made of four tuples that present the different
variations of the lexicons “read” and “do” (Miclet & Delhay, 2003). Analyzing analogies
based on morphology allows the linguist to find the sequence of how the word could vary
based on gender, plurality, tense, mood, etc. It also allows the linguist to predict how
words change form based on these classified patterns even if he/she is not familiar with
certain words.

The most common form of morphology in words is affixes. Most affixes can not stand
alone and are therefore referred to as bound morphemes as they need other morphemes to
be connected to. Affixes include prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and circumfixes (Krott et al.,
01 Mar. 2001). Each of these groups differs in the position where the morpheme links to
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a lexicon or to another morpheme. There are two categories of affixes that most articles
refer to when analyzing analogies: derivational and inflectional (Krott et al., 01 Mar.
2001). Derivational affixes are made up by adding a morpheme to create a new word
that may or may not still belong to the same part of speech so if was a verb, this added
morpheme would make it a noun (Krott et al., 01 Mar. 2001). Inflectional morphemes
are made up of morphemes that when added to the word change the grammatical feature
(Lim et al., 2019). The most known inflectional morphemes depend on changing words
for only grammatical reasons by adding morphemes to either change plurality/singularity,
tense (past, present, etc.), comparative/superlative, etc.

In this project, we are interested in inflectional affixes in morphology to analyze analo-
gies since through this variations we can determine a sequence rule. As a result, we will
be able to understand the differences associated with each lexicon.
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Chapter 2

Approaches to Solve Analogies -
Semantics

Based on the project objective and the researchers’ approaches, different models have
been proposed to solve analogies. The models that we most frequently encountered were
Textual Analogy Parsing approach, Dependency Relation approach, Vector Space Model,
and Neural Network approach.

2.1 Textual Analogy Parsing

Textual Analogy Parsing (TAP) aims to extracting analogies from natural language. For
instance to get the meaning of the sentence “According to the U.S. Census, whereas only
10% of White Americans live at or below the poverty line today, 28% of African Americans
do.”, one must recognize the comparison between White Americans and African Americans
regarding the poverty line.

(Lamm et al., 2018b) propose a model to build analogy frames based on the Quan-
titative Semantic Role Labeling (QSRL) framework (Lamm et al., 2018a). A frame is a
representation of a sentence where each span of text is associated with its semantic role.
Analogy frames highlight shared content and compared content of sentences containing
analogies.

Figure 2.1 describes the process of analogy frame building. Given a sentence, mean-
ingful spans of text are identified (highlighted pieces of text) and mapped with their
semantic role (such as source, time or value). An analogy graph is then built, it
represents the relations between the analogous facts of the sentence. The vertices of the
graph are the spans of text identified and the edges the relations between these spans,
relations can be fact, equivalence or analogy.

The spans are selected thanks to a neural network. Given a sentence, each of its token
is embedded with fixed words embeddings and linguistic features determined by CoreNLP
(Pennington et al., 2014) are concatenated. These embeddings are passed through a neural
network to create context-sensitive words embeddings. Then a conditional random field
(CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) predicts the semantic role of each token. The spans are
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Figure 2.1: Analogy frame building process (Lamm et al., 2018b)

eventually created by merging contiguous tokens with the same role label.
Span and edge embeddings are then constructed based on the identified spans and

their features. The graph is produced by decoding these embeddings : a role is attributed
to the relevant spans and edges. The optimal decoder discussed in the article is based on
integer-linear programming (ILP) (Roth & Yih, 2004; Do et al., 2012): the constraints
of TAP are encoded and the decoder tries to find the optimal solution regarding these
constraints.

2.2 Dependency Relations

A type of analogy used frequently in various NLP tasks is lexical analogy (Chiu et al.,
2007). Similar to formal analogies, lexical analogies are also made of 4 word tuples.
But for analogies to be considered lexical, the wordpairs should be semantically related.
The semantic relations that exist between those word pairs are classified to be relational
similarity; in other words, relation dependent. Lexical analogies have been widely applied
in word sense disambiguation, information extraction, question-answering, and semantic
relation classification (Chiu et al., 2007).

Developed by Andy Chiu, Pascal Poupart, and Chrysanne DiMarco, the approach in-
troduced in this section “aims to find and generate lexical analogies from raw text data.”
(Chiu et al., 2007). This system uses dependency relations (DP) to classify word-pairs
of semantic relations and compares those results with two machine learning algorithms:
LRA (Latent Relational Analyzis) and the SGT (Similarity Graph Traversal) (Chiu et al.,
2007). The method used was divided into two key problems: data extraction (identify-
ing semantically related word pairs) and relation-matching (involves constructing lexical
analogies by matching word-pairs of similar features). Relation-matching measures the
similarity of the underlying relationship of the four words in an analogical proportion; it
is the cosine measure of the corresponding vectors (Chiu et al., 2007). The system used
for data extraction allows more than just SVO (subject-verb-object) extraction, where it
can create dependency paths between the verb and the second nouns (Chiu et al., 2007).
A dependency pattern based on the word-pair’s dependency paths was established and
used as a feature for the extracted word-pairs. The SGT system works on the notion of
transitivity, hence not all relational similarities are transitive. The SGT system can be
explained as such: if word 1 relates to word 2 and word 2 relates to word 3; this should
mean that word 1 is related to word 3. But as stated previously, this is not the case for
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all relational similarities; therefore, this algorithm is useful but limited.

2.3 Turney’s Vector Space Model

The Vector Space Model (VSM) is a general model used in various applications in natural
language processing and information retrieval to measure text similarity. (Turney, 2006)
introduced the approach of the VSM of information retrieval to solve verbal analogies.
The VSM approach has also been used to measure the semantic similarity of words (Lesk,
1969; Ruge, 1992; Pantel & Lin, 2002). Through this model, a vector of numbers was used
to represent the semantic relations between word pairs. The VSM represents documents
in a multidimensional space where each term is a dimension. The terms could be the
words that appear in documents and the documents are linear combinations of vectors
along the axes. Document similarity is used in information retrieval to determine which
document is more similar to a given query. Queries and documents are represented in the
same space.

Figure 2.2: VSM with 2 documents and 1 query

Figure 2.2 illustrates a model of a two-dimensional vector space, where each dimen-
sion represents a term or object in the documents. Each document and query is presented
as a point in space. In Figure 2.2, we have the query Q and we want to determine
whether d1 or d2 is a better match to the query. For that, we use the angle of the vectors
to present their similarity. In the figure, the similarity between d1 and Q is proportional
to the angle alpha and the similarity between d2 and Q is proportional to the angle theta.
In a better version, this is the cosine of alpha versus cosine of theta and in this quadrant
they are in the same direction so if cosine is smaller that means the angle is also smaller,
which also means that the similarity is larger. When it comes to analogies, the cosine of
the angle was measured between the vector that represents A : B and C : D to deter-
mine the similarity between two word pairs in a four-tuple word analogy (Turney, 2006).
(Turney, 2006) defined and recognized these analogies based on the standard practice of
information retrieval: precision, recall, and F1 scores.

• Precision score is defined as the ratio of relevant documents retrieved over the total
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number of documents. Formally:

precision = number of relevant documents retrieved
number of documents

• Recall score is defined as the ratio of relevant documents to the query that are
successfully retrieved. Formally:

recall = number of relevant documents retrieved
number of relevant documents

• F1 score is defined as the ratio of the product of the precision and recall multiplied
by 2 over the sum of precision and recall. Formally:

F1 = 2× precision× recall
precision + recall

One of the recent machine learning methods in vector space that has been achieving
considerable success in natural language processing is word2vec (Chen et al., 2017). It
adapts a parallelogram model of analogy, which was first proposed by Rumelhart and
Abrahamson (Rumelhart & Abrahamson, 1973). If the difference of the vectors is similar
for two word pairs, they are described to be relationally similar (Chen et al., 2017).

2.4 Neural Network Approach

Neural networks are models that work similar to the human brain. They are commonly
used in machine learning to solve various problems such as classification and regression.
One interesting feature is that neural network models are learned from data without
much prior knowledge (Kaveeta & Lepage, 2016). Here we will explore neural networks
to classify and solve (word) analogies and analogical equations.

2.4.1 Classification Task

Recently, word embeddings are used to convert words to numerical vectors. They are
n-dimensional vectors that try to detect meaning of the word and context in their values.
For example, if S is the target vector space and W is the corpus of words, it is denoted
embed(W ) the subset of S standing for the words of W (Lim et al., 2019). Lim et al. (2019)
propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) (see Figure 2.3) to classify the valid and
invalid analogies1. They used GloVe embeddings to represent words in an n dimensional
space. Since analogies are quaternary relations, they stack together the 4 vectors into an
image of size n×4. The desired classifier should indicate that engine:car ::heart:human is a
valid analogy, whereas car :engine::heart:human is not. For training, the authors used the
Google dataset (questions-words) containing 19, 544 analogies, each of which involving 4
distinct words. The structure of the proposed CNN together with the number of filters2

is shown in Figure 2.3.
1We take a human-centered approach of valid analogy, and view analogies as being either true or false.
2Filters are relatively small matrices which produce the number of output channels (Mandy, 2019)

and the number of the filters need to be set in each layer.
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Figure 2.3: CNN classifier structure (Lim et al., 2019).

Figure 2.3 illustrates the first layer which has 128 filters of size h× w = 1× 2 with
strides 3 (1, 2) and Regularized Linear Unit (ReLU) activation. The second layer has
64 filters of size (2, 2) with strides (2, 2) and ReLU activation. On the other hand, the
third layer has one output and sigmoid activation as we want a score between 0 and 1(the
output to show the result is true or false).

As a result, it is shown that it provides accuracy higher than 94% with CNN classifier.

2.4.2 Regression Problem

In classification task, (Lim et al., 2019) aim to classify word-analogies as valid or not.
For the regression problem, the authors aim to solve analogical equations to find the 4th
word by inputting only 3 words in quadruple of words. For example, they want to find
the result of X from the analogical equation A : B :: C : X. The state of the art approach
of looking for that X is cosine similarity multiplication (3CosMul) based on (Levy &
Goldberg, 2014). (Levy & Goldberg, 2014) define 3CosMul is to find the similarity of the
words; in addition to this, (Lim et al., 2019) decided to use a deep learning approach to
look for the target output. In (Lim et al., 2019)’s experiment, they compared the result of
using either 3CosMul or neural network for regression (the second model for regression)
to see the best result.

In relation to this equation solving problem, there are 3 inputs (A, B, C) and 1 output
(X). Because of this, it can be written as a function f such that f(A, B, C) = X. They
received not-so-good results from 3CosMul approach compared to the result of neural
network approach. Presumably, it is because of 3CosMul does not refer to the similarities
and dissimilarities between A and B on one side, and between A and C on the other side
as shown in Figure 2.4. More precisely, we can take a look at functions as illustrated
in Figure 2.4 with the description below:

1. function 1 (f1) described a and b by the hidden link;

2. function 2 (f2) described a and c by the hidden link;
3The stride is a parameter of the neural network’s filter that adjust the amount of movement of the

image, e.g., if a neural network’s stride is set to 2, then the filter will move 2 units at one time (Prabhu,
2018))
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Figure 2.4: Neural network for regression structure (Lim et al., 2019).

3. function k is the last solution which combines the function f1(A, B) and f2(A, C),
denoted as X = k(f1(A, B), f2(A, C)).

The function k is obtained from two input values: the output of f1 and the output
of f2. The output of k(f1, f2) is X, so X = k(f1(A, B), f2(A, C)). Since the target term
of the network is X, so the word nearest to X is needed to be found, e.g.: the nearest
neighbor of X should be the right answer in embed(W ) (W is previously mentioned in
classification part).

To emphasize, A, B and C are words embedding of dimension n ∈ {50, 100, 200, 300}.
It can be written as A, B, C ∈ Rn. As a consequence, the best overall accuracy result of
neural network for regression is 79% at 100 dimensions, while the best overall performance
of 3CosMul is 68.1% at the 300 dimensions. All in all, the neural network regression seems
to perform better than 3CosMul.
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Chapter 3

Approaches to Solve Analogies -
Morphology

3.1 Description of the Shared Task

In our project, we aim to adapt the framework of the semantic approaches and try to
apply them to solve morphological analogies. Therefore, we chose to base our project
on the shared task from 2015-2016 of the group SIGMORPHON (Cotterell et al., 2016).
This inflectional morphology shared task aims to propose a system that solve reinflection
problems based on the provided dataset.

The task actually contains three similar subtasks :

• Inflection : given a lemma and the target tag, the system should produce the right
inflected form;

English example
Source lemma : do
Target tag : Present participle
Output : doing

• Reinflection : given a source tag and a source form (i.e. the source is no more a
lemma) and the target tag, the system should produce the right inflected form;

English example
Source tag : Past
Source form : did
Target tag : Present participle
Output : doing

• Unlabeled Reinflection : given only a source form (i.e. the system must recognize
the morphosyntactic description of the source) and the target tag, the system should
produce the right inflected form.

14



English example
Source form : did
Target tag : Present participle
Output : doing

There were several approaches proposed to solve these subtasks, they can be grouped
into three types : pipelined approaches, neural approaches and approaches based on
linguistic heuristics. None of them rely on analogy solving, which is the approach we
want to explore. Recently (Murena et al., 2020) proposed an analogy based approach to
tackle morphological tasks. We will discuss it in Section 3.3.

3.2 Dataset

The dataset released for this shared task contains training, development and test data
as well as an evaluation script. Data is available for 10 languages : Spanish, German,
Finnish, Russian, Turkish, Georgian, Navajo, Arabic, Hungarian and Maltese. Most of
them are considered as languages with rich inflection.

All the provided files are in utf8 encoded text format. Each line of a file is an example
for the task, the fields are separated by a tabulation. The forms and lemma are encoded
as simple words while the tags are encoded as morphosyntactic descriptions (MSD).

Task 1 : Inflection
It consists in producing the right inflected form given a lemma and the target tag.

The fields are thus lemma, MSD, target form.
Forschung pos=N, case=NOM, gen=FEM,num=PL Forschungen

Listing 3.1: Example from the German development dataset for task 1

Task 2 : Reinflection
It consists in producing the right inflected form given given only a source form and the

target tag. The fields are thus source MSD, source form, target MSD, target
form.
pos=N, case=NOM, gen=FEM,num=SG Forschung
pos=N, case=NOM, gen=FEM,num=PL Forschungen

Listing 3.2: Example from the German development dataset for task 2

Task 3 : Unlabeled Reinflection
It consists in producing the right inflected form given a lemma and the target tag.

The fields are thus source form, target MSD, target form.
Forschung pos=N, case=NOM, gen=FEM,num=PL Forschungen

Listing 3.3: Example from the German development dataset for task 3
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Analogical equation : van tu t : van t tu :: autopilot i t : x

Result : x = autopilot t i

Transformation : ( x , y , “ t ”) −→ x , “ t ”, y

vantut autopilotit
x van autopilot
y tu i

Figure 3.1: Minimal complexity transformation for the analogy vantut : vanttu ::
autopilotit : x

3.3 Kolmogorov Complexity

Several studies were conducted to try to solve morphological analogies (Hofstadter, 2002;
Murena et al., 2020). In one article, they tried to use the semantic vector space model
approach that was mentioned before in Section 2 to solve morphological analogies. But
when they tried to adapt the parallelogram rule, it did not give the expected result due
to the fact the algorithm word2vec can only work with words that are within the training
data set (Murena et al., 2020). It was calculated by measuring the edit distance between
sequences which is based on three edit operations between letters (Delhay & Miclet, 2004):

• inserting a letter in the target sequence;

• deleting a letter from the source sequence;

• replacing a letter in the source sequence with another letter in the target sequence.

The approach of (Murena et al., 2020) uses Kolmogorov Complexity to solve analogies
by analyzing and calculating the distance between objects for proportional analogies.
Their choice of analogies was limited to those that follow specific grammatical rules that
are added to the main word forms (Murena et al., 2020). Those words are usually referred
to as following the “regular word form changes.” The focus was on the base word and its
inflection. The association of transformation took both input (source term) and output
(target term). Using a Python code, they built a set of analogical equations to represent
the components of the source term and the additions needed to derive the target term.

The authors’ assumption is the following: the rule explaining the shift from a word to
its flexed form is unique and it is the one with the less complex description, e.g. the one
with minimal complexity transformations.

They developed an algorithm to solve morphological analogies of the form A : B :: C :
X given A, B and C. The algorithm firstly builds a list of all the possible transformations
such that applied, to a description1 of A would produce B. Thus the algorithm must de-
termine the transformation but also the description of the input words. To determine this

1A description of a word here is a tuple of letters and groups of letters such that the concatenation
of the element of this tuple is the original word. For instance “vantut” can be described by (“vantut”),
(“van”, “tut”), (“van”, “tu”, “t”), etc.
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description, all the possible morphological similarities between A and C are investigated.
For each possibility, the transformation to apply to the description of A to produce B is
determined. Eventually, the transformation considered as the right one is the one with
minimal complexity transformations. Figure 3.1 describes the transformation with the
minimal complexity for the analogical equation vantut : vanttu :: autopilotit : x.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Work

This report gives a brief survey into the vast topic of analogies. As discussed, differ-
ent approaches are used to tackle each type of analogy. Our focus for this project is on
the semantic and morphological approaches. Though many articles have adopted different
approaches to solve semantic analogies including Textual Analogy Parsing (TAP), Depen-
dency Relations (DR), Vector Space Model (VSM) and learned Neural Network analogy,
we also noticed that not many articles tried to tackle morphological analogies. There-
fore, in this project, we want to work on analyzing morphological analogies by adapting
a semantic approach. Instead of using the already existing approaches to analyze mor-
phological analogies like Kolmogorov complexity and CopyCat, our idea is to make use
of the semantic approaches and adapt them to solve morphological analogical equations
between words.

In this project we are interested in morphological analogies, in particular, in working
with inflectional affixes. We thus focus on reinflection as introduced in Subsection 3.2.2,
following the shared task from 2015-2016 of the group SIGMORPHON (Cotterell et al.,
2016). Due to the performance of the approach by (Lim et al., 2019), we intend to
adapt the latter semantic approach to solve morphological analogies. This constitutes
a novel contribution that differs from the current state of the art methods for solving
morphological analogies. On the one hand, we wish to check whether we can transfer
the semantic approach of (Lim et al., 2019) to solving morphological analogies. On the
other hand, we hope to achieve competitive results to those of (Murena et al., 2020)
with an alternative approach that is more straightforward than that based on minimum
description length.
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